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K-STATE TEAMS UP WITH DNA
GENETICS FOR SWINE RESEARCH
A winning combination: leading-edge nutritional research and rapid
genetic improvement to create maximum potential.
When Kansas State University made the decision
to explore alternative genetic suppliers, their goals
^LYLJSLHYS`PKLU[PLK.PYZ[UKHNLUL[PJZV\YJL
[OH[^HZ^LSSYLWYLZLU[LKPUJVTTLYJPHSWYVK\J[PVU
;LJVUKUKHJVTWHU`^P[OHJSLHY]PZPVUVU
OV^[VTH_PTPaLWYV[HIPSP[`MVYWYVK\JLYZœPYK
\[PSPaLHWPN[OH[OHZHYLZV\UKPUNHJJLW[HUJLI`
JVUZ\TLYZœHURM\SS`3;[H[LHUPUK\Z[Y`SLHKLY
in swine nutrition, management, and reproduction
YLZLHYJO^HZ^LSSH^HYLVM[OLWLYMVYTHUJLVM
,6)/LUL[PJZPU[OLZLRL`HYLHZHUKILSPL]LK
[OLPYVIQLJ[P]LZ^V\SKILTL[)KKP[PVUHSS`[OLPY
experience with commercial producers who utilize
,6)/LUL[PJZZ\JOHZ0H]LYRHTW*YV[OLYZ1UJ
VM*LYU3HUZHZWYV]PKLK3;[H[L^P[OHNVVK
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM^OH[[VL_WLJ[^P[OV\YHUPTHSZ

(L-R): Swine Unit Herdsman Mark Nelson, Breeding and Finishing Manager
Duane Baughman, and Farrowing House and Nursery Manager Frank Jennings.

,Y2HZVU?VVK^VY[O:LZLHYJO)ZZVJPH[L8YVMLZZVY
H[3;[H[LL_WSHPULKq,6)/LUL[PJZ^HZVUL
Z\WWSPLY[OH[YLJLP]LKHSV[VMPU[LYLZ[MYVTV\Y[LHTILJH\ZL
VM[OLNLUL[PJWYVNYLZZ[OL`OH]LTHKLHUK[OLPYNVHSZMVY
^OLYL[OL`^HU[[V[HRLNLUL[PJZPU[OLM\[\YLr
3;[H[L;^PUL<LHJOPUNHUK:LZLHYJO+LU[LY3;=;<:+

^PSSZVVUIL\[PSPaPUN,6)/LUL[PJZH[[OLPYZV^MHYYV^
[VUPZOVWLYH[PVU3;=;<:+PZ[OLWYPTHY`Z^PULMHJPSP[`
HZZVJPH[LK^P[O3;[H[LpZ,LWHY[TLU[VM)UPTHS;JPLUJLZ
HUK1UK\Z[Y`œLU\[YP[PVUHUKYLWYVK\J[PVUYLZLHYJOILPUN
KVULH[[OPZJLU[LYWYV]PKLZ[OL]HS\HISLPUMVYTH[PVUULLKLK
I`WYVK\JLYZ[VPUJYLHZLWYV[HIPSP[`q?LHYLX\PJR[V[HRL
action on evaluating new technologies, while at the same
[PTLJVU[PU\PUN[VL_WSVYL[OLYLZLHYJO[OH[PZ[OLIHZPZVM
KH`[VKH`KPL[MVYT\SH[PVUHUKZ^PULTHUHNLTLU[rZHPK,Y
?VVK^VY[O
)Z[YVUNMHTPSPHYP[`^P[O,6)/LUL[PJZ^HZHSYLHK`
LZ[HISPZOLK^P[O3;[H[LpZ)WWSPLK;^PUL6\[YP[PVU<LHT1U
HKKP[PVU[V0H]LYRHTW*YV[OLYZ1UJTHU`WYVK\JLYZ^OV
\[PSPaL,6)/LUL[PJZPU[OLPYVWLYH[PVUZ^VYR^P[O3;[H[L
MVYPUKLWLUKLU[U\[YP[PVUHSJVUZ\S[PUN;LLPUN[OLSL]LSZ
VMWYVK\J[PVU[OH[JHUILL_WLJ[LK^P[O,6)/LUL[PJZ
YZ[OHUKHZZ\YLK3;[H[L[OL,6)WPN^V\SKWLYMVYT^LSSPU
JVTTLYJPHSWYVK\J[PVUt[OLOLHY[VM[OLPYWYVNYHT

A short drive from campus, KSU-STRC is home to cutting-edge
research in swine nutrition, management, and reproduction.

/PS[ZMVY[OLJLU[LY^PSSILZ\WWSPLKI`HT\S[PWSPLYMHYT
VWLYH[LKI`0H]LYRHTW*YV[OLYZ1UJHWYVK\JLYPU6LTHOH
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Graduate and undergraduate students utilize KSU-STRC to
gain knowledge and experience.

+V\U[`3HUZHZ)SHU0H]LYRHTWHUKOPZ[LHTHYLZ[YVUN
Z\WWVY[LYZVM[OL3;[H[LZ^PULWYVNYHTq?LHYLL_JP[LK
[V^VYRJSVZLY^P[O)SHUHUKOPZ[LHTPU[OLM\[\YLrZHPK,Y
?VVK^VY[O
1U2\ULHJVYLNYV\WVM3;[H[LZ^PULU\[YP[PVUWYVMLZZVYZ
HUKNYHK\H[LZ[\KLU[Z]PZP[LK,6)pZ1U;PNO[v8LYMVYTHUJL
+LU[LYSVJH[LKULHY+VS\TI\Z6LIYHZRHœPZWYV]PKLKIV[O
teams an opportunity to interact with each other and gain an
HKKLKYLHZZ\YHUJL[OH[[OPZLUKLH]VY^V\SKILZ\JJLZZM\S
q,Y2VOU;VUKLYTHUOHZILLUPUZ[Y\TLU[HSPURLLWPUN[OL
3;[H[LZ^PUL[LHTPUMVYTLKVM[OLNLUL[PJWYVNYLZZILPUN
THKLH[,6)/LUL[PJZHUKILPUN[OLJVUK\P[MVYJVUULJ[PUN
3;[H[L[V[OLYLZ[VM[OL,6)/LUL[PJZ[LHTrZHPK,Y
?VVK^VY[O
1UHKKP[PVU[OLZ^PUL[LHTH[3;=;<:+^LYLPU]VS]LK
[OYV\NOV\[[OLWYVJLZZ<LHTTLTILYZPUJS\KL";^PUL
=UP[0LYKZTHU5HYR6LSZVU*YLLKPUNHUK.PUPZOPUN
5HUHNLY,\HUL*H\NOTHUHUK.HYYV^PUN0V\ZLHUK
6\YZLY`5HUHNLY.YHUR2LUUPUNZqœLZLWYVMLZZPVUHSZHYL
WOLUVTLUHSHZZL[ZHUK^LM\SS`JVUZPKLYLK[OLPYPUW\[Z
LZWLJPHSS`ZPUJL[OL`HYL[OLVULZ^VYRPUN^P[O[OLHUPTHSZ
VUHKHPS`IHZPZrL_WSHPULK,Y?VVK^VY[O

The recently completed nursery building. After seven weeks
here, pigs are moved to a growing-finishing building to complete
nutritional research.
œLYLZLHYJOH[3;[H[LWYLZLU[Z[YLTLUKV\ZVWWVY[\UP[PLZ
MVYM\[\YLJVSSHIVYH[PVU[VPU[LUZPM`NLUL[PJPTWYV]LTLU[Z
q6\[YP[PVUHUKNLUL[PJZNVOHUKPUOHUK[VJYLH[LHWPN[OH[
^PSSL_WYLZZP[ZTH_PT\TWV[LU[PHSrZHPK,Y?VVK^VY[OqœL
nutrition research that we conduct at KSU will help the DNA
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The research at K-State
presents tremendous
opportunities for future
collaboration to intensify
genetic improvements.
“Nutrition and genetics
go hand-in-hand to create
a pig that will express its
maximum potential,” said Dr.
Woodworth. “The nutrition
research that we conduct
at KSU will help the DNA
geneticists and nutritionists
design and feed the future
DNA animals which will
ultimately benefit the
commercial swine industry.”
NLUL[PJPZ[ZHUKU\[YP[PVUPZ[ZKLZPNUHUKMLLK[OLM\[\YL,6)
HUPTHSZ^OPJO^PSS\S[PTH[LS`ILUL[[OLJVTTLYJPHSZ^PUL
PUK\Z[Y`r
3;=;<:+HSZVZLY]LZHZH[LHJOPUNMHJPSP[`MVY
undergraduate, graduate, and veterinary classes and supplies
[OLWPNZ\ZLK[V[YHPU[OLPYUH[PVUHSS`YLJVNUPaLKSP]LZ[VJR
Q\KNPUN[LHTZ,6)/LUL[PJZPZWYV\K[VILWSH`PUNHYVSLPU
[OLLK\JH[PVUVM[VTVYYV^pZPUK\Z[Y`WYVMLZZPVUHSZ

CATFISH CREEK PORK, A SUCCESSFUL
TRANSITION FROM CHICKENS TO PIGS
When it comes to bacon and eggs, I’m sure you’ve heard the
age-old question about who’s more committed: the chicken
or the pig? For brothers Tom and Brian Graydon, they have
had the opportunity to see things from both sides of the
breakfast table. Up until about 12 years ago, they owned a
chicken operation, but with both of them being allergic to
the chicken dust, they decided to become pork producers
PUZ[LHKœH[pZ^OLU+H[ZO+YLLR8VYRILNHU
)M[LYSLH]PUN[OL+HUHKPHU;\WWS`5HUHNLTLU[Z`Z[LT
for chickens, they bought land and built two 3,000 head
ZV^IHYUZ?OLU[OL`YZ[Z[HY[LK^P[OWPNZ[OL`VWLYH[LKMHYYV^[VPZV^LHU;PUJL[OH[[PTL[OLPYVWLYH[PVUOHZ
KL]LSVWLKPU[V[OYLLZP[LWYVK\J[PVUMHYYV^[VUPZO^P[O
JVU[YHJ[U\YZLY`HUKUPZOPUNIHYUZSVJH[LK[OYV\NOV\[
southern Ontario. In addition, the Graydons farm 1,600
acres of row crop and began harvesting their own crops for
[OLYZ[[PTL[OPZ`LHY

Brothers Tom and Brian Graydon in their new wash bay, shop,
and office building which is currently under construction.

)S[OV\NO+H[ZO+YLLR8VYROHZILLUPUWVYRWYVK\J[PVUMVY
more than a decade, the move to DNA Genetics is fairly reJLU[,\L[VHJVU[YHJ[[OH[ZWLJPLK[OLNLUL[PJZ[OL`\ZL
+H[ZO+YLLR8VYR^HZUp[HISL[VZLSLJ[[OLPYV^UNLUL[PJZ
supplier. However, Tom had taken notice of our genetics for
several years prior to rolling the herd over with purchased
gilts and semen. “We were looking for something different,”
he said. “DNA Genetics is one of the premier genetics comWHUPLZœH[^HZ[OLPTWL[\Zr

Being in both chicken and pork production has given Tom
Graydon two distinctly different perspectives in Agriculture.
When asked what he enjoys most about pork production,
Tom related it to the old saying (which many say is a curse)
“may you live in interesting times.” Although there have
KLUP[LS`ILLUZVTLqPU[LYLZ[PUN[PTLZrPU[OLWVYRPUK\Ztry during the past 12 years, Tom has found the experience
rewarding. “It’s fun building stuff,” he said.

;VTLPTWVY[HU[MHJ[VYZOLSWLK+H[ZO+YLLR8VYRZLSLJ[
a genetic supplier when they transitioned from selling isoweans to taking pigs to market. First, was the performance

The Catfish and Hawkins barns each house 3,000 sows and
are located near Mount Elgin, Ontario.

+76<16=-,768)/-
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+H[ZO+YLLR8VYRH;\JJLZZM\S<YHUZP[PVUMYVT+OPJRLUZ[V8PNZ
+76<16=-,.:758)/-

of DNA Genetics’ sows in farrowing. “You were the most
vocal about getting 30 pigs per sow per year,” Tom said.
“You were the guys striving to get more pigs out of the
sow – in the sow business, that’s what we’re all about.”
)UV[OLYYLHZVU,6)/LUL[PJZHWWLHSLK[V+H[ZO+YLLR
8VYR^HZ[OLWLYMVYTHUJLHUKIHSHUJLVMV\YWPNqAV\
have spent the research dollars to get the best animals
you can get,” he said. “You have done the best job of
IHSHUJPUNMLLKLMJPLUJ`HUKZV^WYVK\J[P]P[`r<VTpZ
feed representative has echoed these comments, assuring him the DNA Duroc has produced some of the best
performance they’ve seen in the industry, with respect to
NYV^[OYH[LHUKMLLKLMJPLUJ`
1UHKKP[PVU[VOH]PUN[OLILZ[WPN[V[OPZVWLYH[PVUOH]ing the best people played a major role in the decision.
Tom appreciates the low-pressure approach of his sales
representative, Andrew Fenton. “He’s not high pressure,
like those from other companies who push,” he said.
“Andrew says ‘here’s what I got’ and I appreciate that.”
œL`ILNHU^VYRPUN^P[O,6)/LUL[PJZHUK[OLPYZHSLZ
representative, Andrew Fenton, by establishing a rotation
cross program to produce gilts for a few years until DNA
Genetics established some F1 multiplication.
Other team members from DNA Genetics have provided

“You have spent the
research dollars to
get the best animals
you can get,” he said.
“You have done the
best job of balancing
feed efficiency and sow
productivity.”
– Tom Graydon
+H[ZO+YLLR8VYR[LJOUPJHSZ\WWVY[^OPJOOHZWYV]LUILULJPHSMVY[OLPYVWLYH[PVU,Y2VOU;VUKLYTHU
has been to their barns to train their team members on
8VZ[+LY]PJHS)Y[PJPHS1UZLTPUH[PVU8+)1q1pTHN\`
who brings lots of people to the barn to see what they
[OPURr<VTL_WSHPULKqœLZ[\MM^Lp]LNV[[LUMYVT,6)
Genetics) has been stable and works with the genetics.”
+H[ZO+YLLR8VYRVM[LUPU]P[LZPUK\Z[Y`WYVMLZZPVUHSZ[V
conduct lunch and learns on a variety of topics. “It’s an opportunity for continuing education in the pork industry,”
said Andrew Fenton.
1[OHZ[HRLUHNYLH[KLHSVMJVTTP[TLU[MVY+H[ZO+YLLR
8VYR[V[YHUZP[PVUMYVTJOPJRLUZ[VWPNZK\YPUN^OH[<VT
/YH`KVUKLZJYPILZHZqPU[LYLZ[PUN[PTLZrœLPYVWLYH[PVU
continues to grow and has become one of the premier
producers for DNA Genetics. We are grateful that the
Graydons made the switch from chickens to pigs more
than a decade ago, and we look forward to continuing our
relationship with them for many years to come.

Catfish Creek Pork has their own feed mill and corn storage.
+76<16=-,768)/-
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IMPROVING FEED EFFICIENCY WHILE
IMPROVING GROWTH RATE
By Dr. Caitlyn Abell
In the North American market, increased growth
200 boars consume less feed compared to the
PZZ[PSSHKYP]LYVMWYV[HIPSP[`MVYJVTTLYJPHSZ^PUL
other two lines, spend the least amount of time in
operations, especially under a production model
the feeder, but visit the feeder almost 8 times a
that appears to be desiring ever increasing market
day, more than the other two lines. Line 600 boars
^LPNO[Z;PUJL[OLYLPZHZ[YVUNNLUL[PJJVYYLSHspend the most time in the feeder per day while
tion between feed intake and growth, selection for
visiting the feeder, on average, less than 5 times a
increased growth rate can indirectly select for inKH`œLWH[[LYUMVY[OL4HUKYHJLPZZPTPSHY[V[OL
JYLHZLKMLLKPU[HRL5LHZ\YPUNMLLKPU[HRLVUPUKP- — DR. C)1<4A6)*-44 — Duroc line.
]PK\HSWPNZHSSV^Z\Z[VKL[LJ[^OPJOWPNZKVUV[[
As mentioned above, the data describing each visit
the expected relationship between growth and feed intake (i.e.
[V[OLMLLKLYPZJVUKLUZLK[VHUHSN\YLKLZJYPIPUNH]LYHNL
which pigs consume more or less feed than would be expected
KHPS`MLLKPU[HRLœLWYVJLZZMVYVI[HPUPUN[OPZ]HS\LPZUV[
based on their growth rate). Identifying pigs that consume
relatively less feed to grow at the same rate compared to other trivial. During a 12 week testing period, each boar will have
WPNZYLZ\S[ZPUPTWYV]LKMLLKLMJPLUJ`^OPSLPTWYV]PUNNYV^[O ZP_^LLRZVMKH[HMVYMLLKPU[HRLœLZLKH[HHYLL_[LUZP]LS`
YH[LH[[OLZHTL[PTLœLZHTLPZ[Y\LVMJHYJHZZMH[JVU[LU[ validated for accuracy and errors in records are either corrected (if possible), or the record is removed from the data set. A
All three traits (growth, intake and fat content) are present in
,\YVJIVHYVUH]LYHNL^PSS]PZP[[OLMLLKLYHWWYV_PTH[LS`]L
the index and under direct control of the selection objective.
times in a given day. Over 72 days, this results in 360 feeding
œLWYLKPJ[LKH]LYHNLKHPS`MLLKPU[HRL]HS\LPZ\ZLKPU[OL
L]LU[ZWLYHUPTHSœLZLL]LU[ZHYL[OLKH[H\ZLK[V
weekly genetic evaluations. Feed intake is highly correlated
predict total feed intake over the 84 day test period, which in
with improved daily gain and increased backfat. While we
[\YUWYVK\JLZHULZ[PTH[LVMKHPS`MLLKPU[HRLœPZWSHJLZMLLK
desire gain and even desire increased feed intake, we do not
intake on the same scale as gain, measured as average daily
want to produce a pig with higher fat content. Due to the
gain, and allows the relationship between growth and intake to
strong relationship between these three traits, it is important
ILSL]LYHNLK[VPTWYV]LMLLKLMJPLUJ`
to include them together in the selection objective and to
?LMLLS[OPZHWWYVHJO[VZLSLJ[PUNMVYPTWYV]LKMLLKLMJPLUJ`
utilize a selection index to produce the desired result in each
will provide the most value for the North American market. Our
PUKP]PK\HS[YHP[MHZ[LYTVYLLMJPLU[NYV^[O^P[OKLJYLHZPUN
IHJRMH[œPZHWWYVHJOPZPUKPYLJ[JVU[YHZ[[VZLSLJ[PVUMVY[OL WYLKPJ[LKHUU\HSPTWYV]LTLU[PUMLLKLMJPLUJ`PZHWWYV_PTH[LS`.VYSIZVMNYV^[OK\YPUN[OLUPZOPUNWOHZL
YH[PVVMMLLK[VNHPU=ZPUN[OLYH[PVPTWYV]LZMLLKLMJPLUJ`
this is equivalent to saving 8.8 lbs. of feed per pig throughout
but the improvement could be from reduced feed intake and
[OLUPZOPUNWLYPVK7]LYH`LHYWLYPVK[OPZPZYV\NOS`
large reductions in backfat rather than increased growth on a
equivalent to saving a 50 pound sack of feed for each pig.
NP]LUHTV\U[VMMLLKœLSH[[LYY\UZ[OLYPZRVMWYVK\JPUNHU
L_[YLTLS`SLHULMJPLU[WPN^P[OZSV^NYV^[O
Each week we upload the data from more than 35,000 individual feeding visits into our Helix™ genetics database that are
YLJVYKLKVUIVHYZH[V\Y1U;PNO[v8LYMVYTHUJL+LU[LY?P[OPU
the database, individual pigs can be searched, and their associated feed intake records can be viewed. To date, we have tested
more than 3,000 boars at the facility. Feed intake records will
be recorded on approximately 33 percent of the Duroc boars
produced from our nucleus herd along with 16 percent of the
boars produced from our two maternal line nucleus herds.
œLMLLKPU[HRLKH[HJVSSLJ[LKK\YPUN[OL^LLR[LZ[PUN
period is used to calculate an average daily feed intake value
MVYLHJOWPN[LZ[LKœLWYLKPJ[LKKHPS`MLLKPU[HRLWH[[LYUMVY
HSS[OYLLSPULZHYLZOV^UPU[OLN\YLœLYLHYLPU[LYLZ[PUN
differences between the three lines within the nucleus. Line
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Return Address Requested

6-? Company Video Coming Soon!
;[H`[\ULKMVYKL[HPSZi

CONGRATULATIONS,
JIM HAHN,
ON YOUR RETIREMENT!

WELCOME WALLY DRIEDGER,
GENETIC QUALITY
ASSURANCE MANAGER

“It has been an honor to represent
this company for the past 19 years.
Being involved in the growth of
DNA and the subsequent genetic
advancements available to our
customers has enabled them
to remain viable partners in
[OLZ^PULPUK\Z[Y`5HU`NYLH[
friendships have been established
over this time frame, both with
,6)[LHTTLTILYZHUKTHU`NYLH[J\Z[VTLYZœLYL
is no greater sales reward than seeing the success of
your customers, for that truly epitomizes the goal in
working with producers in our industry. Wishing all of you
continuous success in the future.”

DNA™ Genetics is pleased to
announce Wally Driedger has
accepted the position of Genetic
ő\HSP[`)ZZ\YHUJL5HUHNLY1U
his new role, Driedger will be
responsible for the oversight of
production at all gene transfer
centers. He will also be working
closely with DNA Genetics
T\S[PWSPLYZPU+HUHKH[VLUZ\YL
adherence to best-in-class
production and biosecurity measures.
“We are glad to have Wally on our team,” said Brett
*VU^LSS,6)/LUL[PJZ+-7q0LIYPUNZHNVVKZRPSSHUK
knowledge base to us and helps us continue to have the
best people and the best pig.”
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